Lateral forces acting between particles in liquid films or lipid membranes.
To investigate the mechanism of formation of 2D arrays of protein macromolecules in liquid films we carried out model experiments with micron-sized latex particles. The direct observations revealed that the process of ordering is triggered by attractive lateral capillary forces due to the overlap of the menisci formed around the particles. Two types of lateral capillary forces, flotation and immersion, can be distinguished, and a theory of these interactions is developed. Similar forces are operative between inclusions (proteins) incorporated in lipid membranes. We develop an appropriate model of a lipid bilayer, which is described as an elastic layer (the hydrocarbon chain region) sandwiched between two Gibbs dividing surfaces (the two headgroup regions). The range of the interaction between two cylindrical inclusions turns out to be of the order of several inclusion radii. The results, which are in qualitative agreement with the experimental observations, can be applied to the interpretation of membrane processes and mechanisms such as protein aggregation in lipid membranes.